Preventing a hairy problem... head lice tips from LouseCalls, Inc.

Over 12 million people in the US will experience it this year... it infects all races, religions, economic status and genetic dispositions... it has built up a resistance to the most popular over the counter remedies... If you are scratching your head trying to figure it out, then you may have head lice.

All Natural Products: Comb ($15), Nit Free Mousse ($15), Oil ($15), Shampoo ($12), Conditioner ($12), Mint Repellant ($16)

Facts of Lice:

- **How are lice spread** – Lice spread by direct head-to-head contact or close proximity to items that come in contact with the head.
- **What do lice look like** - A louse is an insect that has 6 legs and claws, and are about the size of a sesame seed.
- **What is a nit** – Nits are eggs laid by a louse, and attach firmly to the hair shaft like glue, and always oval in shape.
- **What are the symptoms of Lice** – Intense itching of the scalp, typically behind the ears and neck.
- **What are some prevention techniques** - Invest in a good lice comb and check your family’s heads every couple of weeks. An all-natural repellant.

Myth Busting:

- Lice cannot jump or fly from head to head.
- Lice are not attracted to dirty hair. On the contrary, they like clean hair and scalps.
- Simply applying an over the counter lice shampoo does not eradicate a lice infestation.
- Head lice cannot live on your dogs or cats. They require a human blood source for nourishment.
- There are no instant solutions. Avoid the product advertisements that claim to completely remove lice in minutes or even seconds. Removing lice and nits is a methodical process that typically takes approximately 2 hours per person.

For help or more information, contact Amy Graff from LouseCalls, Inc. 7 days a week at 561-376-1066, or email amy@lousecalls.com, or visit www.lousecalls.com. LouseCalls, Inc. is a professional head lice removal service that has been dedicated to helping families since 2005.